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ABSTRACT

In an interactive multiview image navigation system, a user requests switches to adjacent views as he observes
the static 3D scene from different viewpoints. In response, the server transmits encoded data to enable client-
side decoding and rendering of the requested viewpoint images. It is clear that there exists correlation between
consecutive requested viewpoint images that can be exploited to lower transmission rate. In previous works, this
is done using a pixel-based synthesis & coding approach for view-switch along the x-dimension (horizontal camera
motion): given texture & depth maps of the previous view, texture pixels are individually shifted horizontally
to the newly requested view, each according to its disparity value, via depth-image-based rendering (DIBR).
Unknown pixels in the disoccluded region in the new view (pixels not visible in the previous view) are either
inpainted, or intra-coded and transmitted by server for reconstruction at decoder.

In this paper, to enable efficient view-switch along the z-dimension (camera motion into / out of the scene),
we propose an alternative layer-based synthesis & coding approach. Specifically, we first divide each multiview
image into depth layers, where adjacent pixels with similar depth values are grouped to the same layer. During
a view-switch into the scene, spatial region in a layer is enlarged via super-resolution, where the scale factor is
determined by the distance between the layer and the camera. On the other hand, during a view-switch out
of the scene, spatial region in a layer is shrunk via low-pass filtering and down-sampling. Due to high quality
reconstruction of depth layers in the new view via rescaling, coding and transmission of a depth layer in the new
view by server is necessary only in the rare case when the quality of layer-based reconstruction is poor, saving
transmission rate. Experiments show that our layer-based approach can reduce bit-rate by up to 35% compared
to previous pixel-based approach.

Keywords: Interactive multiview image streaming. Depth-image-based rendering (DIBR). Inpainting. Super-

resolution.

1. INTRODUCTION

Among the many cues visually observed in a 3D scene by humans to form a depth perception, motion parallax 1—a
viewer’s head movements triggering correspondingly shifted viewpoint images of the scene for observation—has
been shown to be the strongest.2 To create this motion parallax visual effect on a conventional 2D display,
multiview imaging systems can capture images from different viewpoints of the same 3D scene using multiple
closely spaced cameras.3 Captured views corresponding to the viewer’s most recently detected head positions
can then be rendered interactively on a 2D display. In this paper, we consider a network streaming version where
multiview images are stored at a remote server, and a client successively requests switches to adjacent views as
he moves and observes the static 3D scene from different viewpoints. In response, the server transmits encoded
data to enable client-side decoding and rendering of the requested viewpoint images.

It is clear that there exists correlation between consecutive requested viewpoint images that can be exploited
to lower transmission rate. If depth maps (per-pixel distance between camera and physical objects) from the
same camera viewpoints are available∗ and transmitted along with texture maps, then during a view-switch
along the x-dimension (horizontal camera motion), texture pixels of previous view can be individually shifted
horizontally to the newly requested view, each according to its disparity value, via depth-image-based rendering
(DIBR).5 Unknown pixels in the disoccluded region in the new view (pixels not visible in the previous view) can

∗Depth maps can be captured directly through time-of-flight (ToF) cameras,4 or indirectly through stereo-matching
algorithms.



either be inpainted,6 or intra-coded using conventional coding techniques like H.2637 or H.2648 and transmitted
by server, for reconstruction at decoder.

The described pixel-based synthesis & coding approach9 performs poorly for view-switch along the z-dimension
(camera motion into / out of the scene), however. During a view-switch into the scene, objects closer to the
camera increase in size more rapidly than objects further away. If decoder employs pixel-based synthesis, pixels
of the same object in previous view will be scattered far apart in the new view, leaving the newly created pixels
in-between difficult to fill using general inpainting techniques.6

In this paper, to enable efficient view-switch along the z-dimension, we propose an alternative layer-based
synthesis & coding approach. Specifically, we first divide each multiview image into depth layers, where adjacent
pixels with similar depth values are grouped to the same layer. During a view-switch into the scene, spatial region
in a layer is enlarged via super-resolution (SR), where the scale factor is determined by the distance between
the layer and the camera. On the other hand, during a view-switch out of the scene, spatial region in a layer is
shrunk via low-pass filtering and down-sampling. Due to high quality reconstruction of depth layers in the new
view via rescaling (e.g., SR algorithms like Li et al.10 can preserve edge sharpness), coding and transmission
of a depth layer in the new view by server is necessary only in the rare case when the quality of layer-based
reconstruction is poor, resulting in saving in transmission rate. Experiments show that our layer-based approach
can reduce bit-rate by up to 30% compared to previous pixel-based approach at the same objective quality.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We first briefly discuss related work in Section 2. We then describe
our multiview image navigation system in Section 3. We describe how an image is decomposed into depth layers
in Section 4. Given the derived depth layers, we describe how coding is performed offline to enable interactive
view-switching along z- and x-dimension in Section 5. Experiment results and conclusions are presented in
Section 6 and 7, respectively.

2. RELATED WORK

Coding of correlated images for interactive navigation has been studied previously in the context of light field,11

where correlation between adjacent viewpoint images is exploited using motion-compensated P-frames7 and
distributed source coding (DSC) frames.12 However, Daribo et al.9 demonstrated that for view-switches along
the x-dimension, the correlation can often be better exploited by first using DIBR to project known pixels from
one view to another, followed by inpainting at decoder or intra-coded blocks sent from server to fill in pixels in
disoccluded regions. View-switch along the x-dimension corresponds to movement of the observer’s head to the
left or right, which is very natural. View-switch along the z-dimension, however, which corresponds to forward
or backward movement of the observer’s head into or out of the observed 3D scene—also natural for a sitting
observer—is not handled in Daribo et al.9

We stress that camera motion into / out of the 3D scene is not the same as camera zoom. During a camera
zoom, all objects in the observed scene increase in size at the same rate, and conventional SR algorithms would
work well. In contrast, during a camera motion into / out of the scene (also called a dolly shot in cinematography),
closer objects increase in size faster than objects further away. This motivates the depth-layer-based approach
we propose in this paper.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We first overview our server-client multiview image navigation system. We assume texture and disparty maps
at different camera coordinates (x, z), as shown in Fig. 1, were previously captured and are available at server
for compression prior to the start of any streaming session. At the start of a streaming session, a user begins
his multiview image navigation at a designated coordinate ci = (xi, zi). Subsequently, the user can interactively
request a view-switch ci → cj to a neighboring camera coordinate cj . Correspondingly, the streaming server will
transmit necessary image data (to be discussed in Section 5), so that correct decoding and display of image at
coordinate cj is possible, given image at coordinate ci is available at decoder buffer as reference.
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Figure 1. View-switches along x- and z-dimension correspond to different camera motions initiated by viewer.

3.1 View-switching along x- and z-dimensions

More specifically, if the requested view-switch ci → cj is to coordinate cj = (xi ± θ, zi), for some constant θ,
then view-switch ci → cj corresponds to camera crab motion to the left or right. Alternatively, if the requested
view-switch ci → cj is to coordinate cj = (xi, zi±φ), for given constant φ, then view-switch ci → cj corresponds
to camera dolly motion into and out of the 3D scene. Previous multiview image coding work9 focuses on view
synthesis and coding supporting camera crab motion along the x-dimension. In this paper, we instead focus on
view synthesis and coding supporting camera dolly motion along the z-dimension.

3.2 Objective Function

We now describe the objective function for the view synthesis & coding problem in our multiview image navigation
system. We first assume that the quality of the rendered images at all coordinates is controlled by a common
and fixed quantization parameter (QP), which specifies the required image quality during navigation. The goal
is then to minimize the expected transmission rate R during user’s image navigation. Let πi be the steady state
probability of a user landing at image coordinate ci. Let pi,j be the view-switch probability of a user switching
from coordinate ci to cj , given the user is initially in coordinate ci. We can now write R simply as:

minR =
∑

i

πi

∑

j|ci→cj

pi,jRi,j (1)

where Ri,j is the size of the image data transmitted by server to client to enable view-switch ci → cj ; i.e., so
client can correctly decode image at cj given image at ci is available in the decoder buffer. In the sequel, we will
discuss view synthesis & coding algorithms so that Ri,j is minimized for all view-switches ci → cj .

4. DEPTH LAYERING

We first overview the traditional pixel-based synthesis & coding approach using depth-image-based rendering
(DIBR), as done in previous work. We then describe its shortcoming during camera dolly motion, and propose
our alternative layer-based synthesis & coding approach. Finally, we describe how we divide an image into depth
layers for separate synthesis and coding.

4.1 Pixel-based DIBR Synthesis & Coding Approach

During a camera crab motion, pixels of objects in the 3D scene close to the observer have larger horizontal
displacements (disparity) in the new image relative to objects further away. As an example, the closer green doll
in Fig. 2 has larger horizontal displacement than the further blue box when the camera switches from left to right
view. The amount of disparity required per-pixel during a camera-crab view-switch is typically described in a
disparity map (or conversely, in a depth map, where there is a one-to-one mapping between disparity and depth).
By encoding both texture and depth maps from the same viewpoint,13 the decoder can first construct the new
horizontally shifted view using a DIBR-based synthesis method like 3D warping.5 Pixels in disoccluded regions
in the new shifted view (pixels not visible in the original view) can either be inpainted exploiting correlation to
neighboring known pixels,6 or intra-coded and sent from server for reconstruction at decoder.
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Figure 2. During a camera crab motion, objects shift horizontally by different amount depending on respective distances
to observer.
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Figure 3. During a camera dolly motion, object sizes scale to different factors depending on respective distances to observer.

4.2 Layer-based DIBR Synthesis & Coding Approach

In contrast, during a camera dolly motion, objects closer to the observer have larger scaling factors than objects
further away. In Fig. 3, the closer green doll increases in size more than the further blue box as the camera
moves closer. If traditional pixel-based DIBR view synthesis as described previously is employed for camera-dolly
view-switch as well, then adjacent pixels of the same object in the original view will be scattered far apart in
the new view as the scale of the object increases, leaving newly created pixels in-between empty. Filling these
pixels using general inpainting techniques like Oh et al.6 would be difficult to achieve high quality.

The shortcoming of the pixel-based approach motivates us to derive an alternative layer-based approach:
segment a 3D scene into depth layers, where each layer corresponds to a contiguous region of pixels with similar
depth values. In Fig. 3, the green doll and blue box are segmented into separate depth layers. During a camera
dolly-in motion, spatial region in the same layer will be enlarged via super-resolution (SR). (Pixels of same depth
values will have the same scale factor.) Because SR is very likely performed on the same physical object, there
will be textural consistency within the layer (object), leading to high quality reconstruction.

On the other hand, during a camera dolly-out motion, spatial region in the same layer will be shrunk via
low-pass filtering and down-sampling. Server will transmit an intra-coded depth layer only if these operations
fail to reconstruct a layer of high enough quality.

We note that pixels of the same depth will be shifted horizontally by the same amount during a camera
crab motion, and hence our proposed layer-based approach for view synthesis and coding can also be used for
view-switches in the x-dimension.

We next describe how an image can be segmented into depth layers efficiently.

4.3 Depth-based Segmentation Algorithm

We segment an image into K depth layers using available 8-bit per-pixel depth map as follows. First, we begin
with an initial segmentation into K layers using disparity boundary values D1, D2, . . . , DK+1, where D1 = 0
and DK+1 = 255. Pixels (i, j) with disparity value di,j between Dl and Dl+1 are initialized to layer l. Second,
for each layer l, we compute a centroid disparity value vl, which minimizes the mean square error between the
disparity values di,j ’s of the pixels in the layer and vl, MSEl =

∑

(i,j)∈l(di,j − vl)
2. MSE for the whole depth

map is then MSEtotal =
∑K

l=1 MSEl. Given centroids vl’s of all layers, a third step is to find new boundary
values to repartition pixels in order to minimize MSEtotal. We iterate between step two and three until we reach
the local minimum of MSEtotal.



The quality of the converged locally optimal solution clearly depends on the initial boundary values. We
choose the initial boundary values in a heuristic way. We use Canny edge detector to find the edges of the depth
map, and separately, construct a histogram of depth values of the image. The K − 1 most prominent peaks in
the histogram of the pixels along the detected edges will be used as the initial boundaries.

5. CODING & SYNTHESIS OF DEPTH LAYERS

5.1 Coding & Synthesis for Dolly-in View-switch

When a user requests a dolly-in view-switch ci → cj , i.e., cj = (xi, zi + φ), we perform the following coding &
synthesis operations. Depending on depth layer lki ’s distance δ to the observer at coordinate ci, spatial region
spanned by layer lki will be increased by scale factor sδ(zi, zi+φ) to layer lkj at coordinate cj . Using layer lki , user

can attempt this SR operation† at decoder by factor sδ(zi, zi+φ) to reconstruct lkj , resulting in distortion di,j,k(0).

Alternatively, the server can explicitly transmit layer lkj of image at coordinate cj with distortion di,j,k(1) and rate
ri,j,k(1). Among these two options, the server will make a rate-distortion (RD) optimal decision ρi,j(k) ∈ {0, 1}
on whether to transmit or not, i.e.,

ρi,j(k) =

{

1 if di,j,k(0) > di,j,k(1) + λri,j,k(1)
0 o.w.

(2)

where λ > 0 is a pre-defined Lagrangian multiplier weighting the cost of transmission rate against distortion.

Intuitively, the server will not send layer lkj during view-switch ci → cj , if the spatial region can be easily

super-resolved, e.g., the scale factor sδ(zi, zi + φ) is very close to one, or layer lkj has very little texture details

and hence can be easily interpolated from pixels in lki .

The transmission rate during view-switch ci → cj will be the sum of coding rates for all layers transmitted,
plus the size Wj of a DSC frame. As done in Cai et al.,11 DSC frame‡ is used to merge the small coding
differences among reconstructed frames from all view-switches to coordinate cj , so that resulting rendered frame
is bit-by-bit equivalent to the I-frame at coordinate cj . We can now write Ri,j as:

Ri,j = Wj +
∑

k

ρi,j(k)ri,j,k(1) (3)

5.2 Coding & Synthesis for Dolly-Out View-switch

When a user requests a dolly-out view-switch ci → cj , i.e., cj = (xi, zi − φ), the required coding & synthesis
operations are more complicated. The reason is that during a camera dolly-out motion, the field-of-view of a
particular layer can become larger. As an example, in Fig. 3 we see that when moving from the close camera
view in (b) to the far camera view in (a), the bottom part of the green doll that was not visible in close camera
view becomes visible in far camera view. That means instead of performing SR to increase scale of a depth
layer during view synthesis for dolly-in view-switch, during dolly-out view-switch a user needs to perform two
operations:

1. reduce scale of spatial region in layer lki by factor sδ(zi, zi − φ) to partially construct layer lkj ; and

2. perform inpainting to fill in unknown pixels in spatial region visible in layer lkj but not in lki .

The inpainting operation can be performed only if the boundary of the newly visible spatial region in layer
lkj is known. We employ a method to extrapolate the boundaries of known spatial regions to unknown spatial
regions for inpainting. If the extrapolation quality is poor, then the server has no other recourse but to explicitly
transmit the newly visible spatial region in layer lkj at rate ri,j,k(1). The decision of whether to transmit newly

visible spatial region in layer lkj is also made in a RD-optimal manner, as done previously. This also leads to a
transmission rate Ri,j as expressed in (3).

†Note that not all pixels in the super-resolved spatial regions of the layer may be visible in the image’s field-of-view at
new coordinate, as illustrated by the green doll in Fig. 3 when moving to a closer camera.

‡If the constructed frames from switches ci’s to cj are of poor quality, the subsequent required DSC frame will be
large. Hence the described RD-optimal selection of layers for transmission is important in minimizing Ri,j .



5.3 Coding & Synthesis for x-dimension View Switching

For a x-dimension view switch ci → cj , i.e., cj = (xi±θ, zi), there is no need to change the visual size of the depth
layers. We shift the depth layers as a whole based on the observation that the pixels in the same depth layer
have similar distance δ to the observer, which means their horizontal displacement during the view switch will
also be similar. The depth layers with small variation in distance to the observer δ will result in high quality;
otherwise, the synthesis quality stemming from uniform horizontal shift of the entire depth layer will not be
good. Missing pixels in disocclusion holes and the horizontal margin that appear in the new field-of-view in the
synthesized image will be filled with the same inpainting method as described earlier. Specifically, the following
coding & synthesis operations are performed.

1. The user will attempt to shift each depth layer horizontally with a certain displacement, which is decided
by the depth layer lki ’s distance δ to the observer at coordinate ci; and

2. perform inpainting to fill in unknown pixels in spatial region visible in layer lkj but not in lki .

Once again, the server will decide whether to transmit new spatial region in the RD-optimal manner, and
the transmission rate Ri,j is expressed in (3).

6. RESULTS

(a) Segmented image for plastic sequence (b) Segmented image for baby sequence

Figure 4. Example of segmented image using per-pixel depth map

We used two test sequences of multiview images in our experiment: plastic and baby in Middlebury’s 2006
datasets.14 We resized the images of plastic and baby sequences to 624 × 544 and 608 × 496 respectively, so
that pixel rows and columns were multiples of 16. For both sequences, we used seven and three multiview images
along the x- and z-dimension respectively for the image navigation grid, resulting in 21 images for interactive
browsing. We used the following view transition possibilities: a user can choose to dolly-in or out with probability
0.7 (in and out with equal probability), and a probability of 0.3 to crab left or right (left and right with equal
probability). We used our proposed depth-based segmentation algorithm to divide each image into 3 layers. The
result of a segmented image for both sequences is shown in Fig. 4. As shown, we were successful in dividing the
image into roughly the same physical objects in the 3D scene. After the segmentation, we encoded individual
depth layers using a H.263 encoder,7 with QP varying from 10 to 30 with step-size of 5.

For comparison, we employed a pixel-based approach as follows. It first divides each image into 16×16 blocks.
For each view-switch ci → cj , it checks the quality of each block in the DIBR-synthesized image of coordinate
cj using image of coordinate ci. If the quality is good, pixels of the original block in coordinate cj would not be
transmitted. Otherwise, the corresponding block in the original picture will be sent inside an additional frame.
The additional frame thus contains all individual blocks that need to be sent, while the remaining part of the
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Figure 5. RD performance of competing coding schemes

frame is filled with zeroes. Then we intra-code the additional frame and send it. As in our layer-based approach,
a DSC frame is also transmitted thereafter to remove small coding differences of frames constructed from all
view-switches to cj .

We plotted the RD performance of both approaches in Fig. 5 for both sequences, where image quality is
measured in PSNR. The PSNR value on the y-axis is determined by the QP, and the transmission rate is
calculated using (1). We see that at the same quality, our proposed layer-based approach can reduce bit-rate by
up to 25% and 35% for the plastic and baby sequences respectively compared to pixel-based approach.

7. CONCLUSION

Multiview image navigation system provides interactive view-switching during image browsing according to
viewer’s requests. To reduce transmission rate during a view-switch along the z-dimension (camera dolly motion),
in this paper we propose a layer-based synthesis & coding approach, where pixels of similar depth values are
grouped together as a depth layer. During a dolly view-switch, spatial region in a depth layer is either rescaled
larger via super-resolution for camera dolly-in motion, or rescaled smaller via low-pass filtering and down-
sampling for camera dolly-out motion, for reconstruction of the layer in the new view. A depth layer is intra-
coded and transmitted by server only if the reconstructed depth layer via rescaling is not of high enough quality,
saving transmission bits. Experiments show that our layer-based approach can reduce bit-rate by up to 30%
compared to previous approach.
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